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BESOV SPACES ON DOMAINS IN Rd 

RONALD A. DEVORE AND ROBERT C. SHARPLEY 

ABSTRACT. We study Besov spaces Bc(Lp(Q)), 0 < p, q, Ca < oo, on do- 

mains Q in Rd . We show that there is an extension operator X which is a 
bounded mapping from Bc(Lp(Q)) onto Bq(Lp(Rd)). This is then used to 
derive various properties of the Besov spaces such as interpolation theorems for 
a pair of Ba (Lp(Q)), atomic decompositions for the elements of B (Lp (Q)), 
and a description of the Besov spaces by means of spline approximation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Besov spaces Bo (Lp (Q)) are being applied to a variety of problems in analy- 
sis and applied mathematics. Applications frequently require knowledge of the 
interpolation and approximation properties of these spaces. These properties 
are well understood when p > 1 or when the underlying domain Q is Rd. The 
purpose of the present paper is to show that these properties can be extended 
to general nonsmooth domains Q of Rd and for all 0 < p < oo. Besov spaces 
with p < 1 are becoming increasingly more important in the study of nonlinear 
problems. 

To a large extent the present paper is a sequel to [2 and 4] which estab- 
lished various properties of the spaces Bq (Lp(Q)), Q a cube. Among these 
are atomic decompositions for the functions in Bq (Lp(Q)), a characterization 
of Bq (Lp((Q)) through spline approximation, and a description of interpolation 
spaces for a pair of Besov spaces. We establish similar results for more general 
domains. 

Our approach is to first define an extension operator, F, which extends func- 
tions in Bq (Lp(Q2)) to all of Rd. Similar extension operators for p > 1 have 
been introduced by Calder6n and Stein (see [7, Chapter 6]). Our main depar- 
ture from these earlier approaches is that by necessity our extension operators 
are nonlinear. Moreover, whereas in the case p > 1 , it is possible to take ' so 
that Wr(F'f, t)p < C (r(f, t)p with (r the rth order modulus of smoothness 
(at least when Q is minimally smooth [5]), in the case 0 < p < 1, we only 
obtain a weak comparison between Wr(Ff f t)p and Or (f, t)p . 

We shall establish our results for two important classes of nonsmooth do- 
mains: the Lipschitz graph domains, and the (e, 3) domains introduced by 
Jones [6]. We begin in ?4 with the case of Lipschitz graph domains since the 
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844 R. A. DEVORE AND R. C. SHARPLEY 

geometric arguments in this case are the most obvious. We later generalize these 
arguments to (e, 6) domains in ?5. Although the results of ?5 contain those of 
?4, we feel that this two tier presentation makes the essential arguments much 
clearer. 

2. MODULI OF SMOOTHNESS AND BESOV SPACES 

Let Q be an open subset of Rd. We can measure the smoothness of a 
function f E Lp(Q), 0 < p < oo, by its modulus of smoothness. For any 
h E Rd, let I denote the identity operator, z(h) the translation operator 
(T(h)(f , x) :=f(x + h)) and Ar := (T(h) _ 

I)r, r = 1, 2, ..., be the dif- 
ference operators. We shall also use the notation 

Ar ( f { x), x, x+h, ... , x + rh E Q, 
h~f ,Q { 5, x,otherwise. 

The modulus of smoothness of order r of a function f e Lp(Q) is then 

(2.1) WOr(f , t)p := Or(f , t, Q)p = sup IlAr(f, Q)IILP(Q) 
lhl<t 

For any h E Rd, we define 

Q(h) := {x: [x, x + h] c Q} 

A Besov space is a collection of functions f with common smoothness. If 
0 < a < r and 0 < q, p < oo, the Besov space Bq(Lp(Q)) consists of all 
functions f such that 

(2.2) If IB(Lp(n)) (jr[tc r(f 5 t, Q)p]qdt/t) < x 

with the usual change to sup when q = oo. It follows that (2.2) is a semi(quasi)- 
norm for BO (Lp(Q)). (Frequently, the integral in (2.2) is taken over (0, oo); 
while this results in a different seminorm, the norms given below are equivalent.) 
If we add IIfIILp () to (2.2), we obtain the (quasi)norm for Bq (Lp(Q)) . It is well 
known in the case p > I that different values of r > a give equivalent norms. 
This remains true for p < 1 as well and can be derived from the 'Marchaud 
inequalities', which compare moduli of smoothness of different orders. These 
inequalities have been proved for all p > 0 and Q either a cube or all of Rd in 
[8] (see also [2]), and for more general domains Q and p > 1 by Johnen and 
Scherer [5] (among others). We address this topic later in ?6 for the remaining 
case 0 < p < 1 and more general Q. 

There are fundamental connections between smoothness and approximation 
(see [2] and the references therein, especially [8]). We now describe these with- 
out proofs (which can be found in [2] or [8]). If f E Lp(Q) , 0 < p < oc , Q a 
cube in Rd, we let 

(2.3) Er(f , Q)p := inf Ilf- Pllp(Q) 
PC-Pr 

be the error of approximation by the elements from the space 'Pr of polynomials 
of total degree less than r where 11 I Ilp(Q) denotes the Lp(Q) (quasi)norm. 
We then have Whitney's inequality 

(2.4) Er(f, Q)p < C (r(f I(Q))p 
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where 1(Q) is the side length of Q and C is a constant which depends only 
on r and d (also p if p is close to 0). 

Sometimes (2.4) is not sufficient because it is not possible to add these esti- 
mates for different cubes Q. For this purpose, the following averaged moduli 
of smoothness is more convenient. For any domain Q and t > 0, we define 

(2. 5) Wr (f t , Q)p : t-d | Ar ( f, X , Q) IP dx ds) 
Isl<tQ 

where p < oc. Then, returning once again to cubes Q, Wr and Wr are equiv- 
alent: 

(2.6) CiOWr(f, t, Q)p < Wr(f, t, Q)p < C2WJr(f, t)p 

where Cl and C2 depend only on d, r and p if p is small. Therefore, the 
estimate (2.4) can be improved by replacing Wr by wr: 

(2.7) Er(f, Q)p < C Wr(f, l(Q), Q)p - 

We shall use the generic notation PQ := PQ(f) to denote a polynomial in 'Pr 
which satisfies 

(2.8) lf -PQIIp(Q) < A Er(f, Q)p 

where A > 1 is a constant which we fix. The polynomial PQ is then called a 
near best approximation to f with constant A. When A = 1, PQ is a best 
approximation. It follows from (2.7) and (2.8) that 

(2.9) lf -PQIIp(Q) < C wr(f, l(Q), Q)P 

We shall use the following observation (see [2, Lemma 3.2]) about near best 
approximation in the sequel. Let y > 0. If PQ E IPr is a near best approxima- 
tion to f with constant A on Q in the Ly norm, then it is also a near best 
approximation to f for all p > y: 

(2.10) l1f -PQlp(Q) < CA Er(f, Q)p 

where the constant C depends only on y, r, and d. 
The estimate (2.10) leads to a characterization of Besov spaces in terms of 

spline approximation. For n E Z, let 1D, be the collection of dyadic cubes 
Q of side length 2-n and let 11D := Unl Dn be the collection of all dyadic 
cubes. For n E Z, let Hn := In, r be the space of piecewise polynomials S on 
IDn which have degrees less than r. The error of approximation to a function 
f E Lp (Q) by elements of Hn is 

(2.11) sn(f)p := in lf |- S||P(Q). 

It follows from [2] that a function f E Lp(Q) is in Bq(Lp(Q)), Q a cube, 
if and only if 

(2.12) I1fl .*(LP)= (E(2nasn()p)q) < oo. 
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Moreover, (2.12) is an equivalent seminorm for Bq (Lp(Q)). Let us emphasize 

for later use that this same result holds in the case Q = Rd with the same proof. 

3. POLYNOMIALS 

It will be useful to mention briefly some well-known properties of polynomials 
which we shall use frequently in what follows. If Q is a cube, we let, for 
O <P < 00, 

(3.1) 11f11(Q) :=IQK-11plIflIp(Q) 

be the normalized Lp norms. We also introduce the notation pQ to denote 
the cube with the same center as Q and side length pl(Q) where l(Q) is the 
side length of Q. 

If r is a nonnegative integer, p > 1 and P is a polynomial of degree < r, 
then (see for example [4, ?3]) for a constant C depending only on d, r (this 
constant and other constants in this section also depend on the distance of p 
to 0), we have for any q > p: 

(3.2) IIPIIq(PQ) < CIIPIIq(Q) < CIIPIIP(PQ). 

We often apply this inequality in the following way. Let Ql, Q2 be two 
cubes with l(QI) > I(QM) and Ql C PQ2 for some p > 1 . Then for a constant 
c depending only on d, p, p, r, we have, for all q > p, 

(3.3) IIPIIq*(Q1) < CIIPII*(Q2)- 

Indeed, it is enough to compare the left side of (3.3) with iiPIi;(Qi), compare 
this with IIPII;(pQ2), and then finally make a comparison with IIPII;(Q2). 

4. EXTENSION OPERATORS, LOCAL APPROXIMATION, AND MODULI 

We shall define an extension operator F (similar to that introduced in [4]) 
which extends each function f E Lp (Q) to all of Rd and has the property 
that if f E Bq(Lp(Q)), then e'f E Bq(Lp(Rd)) (with suitable restrictions on 
a , p, q, and Q). We assume at the outset that Q2 is a Lipschitz graph domain 
and treat more general domains in the next section. This means that Q - 

{(U, v): U E Rd-i, V E R and v > 0(u)} where 0 is a fixed Lip 1 function. 

That is, 0 satisfies k1(ui) - I(u2)I < MIuI - u21, for all U1, U2 E Rd-i , where 
M is a fixed constant (which we can assume is greater than one). 

We let F denote the Whitney decomposition of Q into dyadic cubes (see 
Stein [7, p. 168]). Similarly we denote by FC the Whitney decomposition of 
ic\OQ. Then, 

(i) diam(Q) < dist(Q, 0Q) < 4 diam(Q), Q E F U Fc, 

(4.1) (ii) if Q, Qo E F U Fc touch, then 1(Qo) < 4 l(Q), 

(iii) sup IV - 0(u)I < C l(Q), 
(u,v)EQ 

where C depends only on the Lipschitz constant M and the dimension d. 
Here, diam(Q) = -V l(Q) with l(Q) the side length of Q. 

For each cube Q in F U FC let Q* := 9 Q. If Q E F, then Q* c 3Q c Q . 
According to [7, p. 170] there is a partition of unity {q Q}QEFC for the open set 
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QC\0Q with the properties: 

(i) O Q < 1, 
(ii) EQEFc Q =-I, on Q, 

(iii) kQ is supported in int(Q*), 

(4.2) (iv) IIDVkQII. < c[l(Q)]-HI, Ivl < m, 
(v) if Ql, Q2 E F U Fc with Q* n Q$ : 0, then Qi and 

Q2 touch, 
(vi) at most No := 12d cubes from either F or Fc may 

touch a given cube from either family. 

Properties (i)-(iv) and (vi) are proved in [7], while a proof of (v) can be 
found in [4]. Here m is an arbitrary integer and c depends only on d, Q, 
and m. We are using standard multivariate notation for the derivatives Dv 

Dxv. Dvd D I * Xd- 

If Q E Fc has center (u, v) , we let Qs denote the cube in F which contains 
the point (u, 20(u) - v) . We speak of Qs as being the cube symmetric to Q 
across aQ. The symmetric cubes Qs were introduced in [4, p. 77] and we recall 
now some of their properties proved in [4]. While Q and Qs need not have 
the same size, they are comparable; i.e. there is a constant C > 0 for which 
there holds (for a proof see [4]). 

(i) C-l(Q) < I(QS) < C l(Q) 

(4.3) (ii) dist(Q, QS) < C l(Q), 
(iii) each cube in F can be the symmetric cube Qs of at 

most C cubes Q E Fc. 

To define our extension operators F , we fix a value y > 0 (which in appli- 
cation is chosen smaller than all p under consideration), and a value r (which 
in application is larger than all the a under consideration) and we let A > 1. 
If f E Ly (loc) and Q is a cube, we let PQ(f) be a polynomial which satisfies 
(2.8). We then define ? by 

(4.4) Ff 
_ r f(X), XEQ,5 

( 
EQEFc PQsf(x)q$Q(x), x E Qc\&9Q. 

Actually, (4.4) defines a family of extension operators, since each choice of near 
best approximants PQSf give an extension F. The results that follow apply to 
any such extension operator F with the restriction that the constant A > 1 of 
(2.8) is fixed. 

We have shown in [4] that F is a bounded mapping from Lp (Q) into 

Lp (Rd), y < p < ? 0, and also from Bq(Lp(Q)) into Bq(Lp(Rd)) whenever 
1 < p < oo. We shall prove now the same result when 0 < p < 1. To 
study the smoothness of Ff, we shall need estimates of how well Ff can be 
approximated by polynomials on cubes R in the Lp norm for p > y. 

We fix 0 < p < oc and r and use the abbreviated notation E(Q) 

Er(f, Q)p. 

Lemma 4.1. There exists a constant C > 0 so that if Q1, Q2 belong to F and 
touch, then 

(4.5) IIPQI-PQ2 II0(Q 1) < CIQ1I -"P[E(Q*) + E(Q*)]. 
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Proof. By property (4.1)(ii) of the Whitney decomposition, Qi and Q2 have 

comparable side lengths and so we may select a cube Q C Q* n Q* whose side 
length is comparable to that of either cube: 

l(Q) - min{l(Q1), I(Q2)}- 

Applying the triangle inequality in Lc (Qj) and using the elementary estimates 
for polynomials (3.3), we have for j = 1, 2 

IPQ1 - PQIIO(Q1) < C[IIPQ1 - PQ* ll*(Qj) + lPQ, - PQII(Q)]. 

Using this inequality and two applications of Lemma 3.3 of [2] (applied once 

to Qj and Qj* and again to Q and QJ) gives 

(4.6) IIPQj - P1100(Qj) < ClQ1I-"PE(Q*). 

Again using (3.3), we obtain 

IIPQ2 - PVIIOO(QM) < CjjPQ2 - PJjoo(Q2) 

and so together with (4.6) (applied with j = 2) and the modified triangle 
inequality we obtain the desired result (4.5). 0 

To estimate the smoothness of Ff, we shall approximate Ff on cubes Q 
from Rd. We consider first the approximation of Ff on cubes close to OQ. 

Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant c > 0 so that if ' is any of the extension 
operators (4.4) and R is a cube with dist(R, aQ) < diam(R), then for f E 
Lp (Q), y < p < 1, we have 

(4.7) Er(?f , R)p < C |,E(S*)P| 
SEF 

SCcR 

where c, C depend only on d, r, y, A, and Q. 

Proof. For such an R, if (uo , vo) denotes its center, then we let Ro be the 
member of F containing a point of the form (u0, v) such that l(RO) > 16 l(R) 
and v is smallest. It is clear (see property (4.1)(i)) that R and Ro have 
comparable side lengths and so we may choose a constant c > 0 so that 
cR D Ro. Let Q E F intersect R. We shall estimate jIf - PR0 IIp(Q) . Since 
dist(Q, &Q) < diam(R) + dist(R, &9) < 2diam(R), from (4.1)(i) it follows 
that l(Q) < 21(R). 

Our next step is to construct a 'chain' of cubes {Rj }Im from F which connect 
Ro to Q = Rm with each Rj touching Rj+ I. We accomplish this as follows. 
Let xi = (ul, vi) be the center of Ro and X3 := (U3, V3) be a point from 
Q n R . We consider the path consisting of a 'horizontal' followed by a 'vertical' 
linear segment which connects first xl to the point X2 = (U3, vl) and then x2 
to X3. The point x2 is in 9RO = R* and is therefore in a cube R E F which 

~~~~ 0 

touches Ro. If R $A Ro we define R1 := R, otherwise R1 is not yet defined. 
The remaining cubes Rj are obtained from the vertical segment which connects 
x2 to X3, namely the cubes we encounter (in order) as v changes from v1 to 
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V3 . Since all these cubes are in F, they have disjoint interiors. From property 
(4.1)(iii), we obtain ET=O 1(R1) is comparable to 1(Ro); moreover, 

(4.8) 1(Rk) < ? l(Rj) < c l(Rk), O < k <m. 
j=k 

In particular, we have Q c cRj and Rj c CR, where c has been increased 
as necessary but remains independent of f. 

Since Q C cR;, the inequalities (3.3) for polynomials, give that for any 
polynomial P, jjPjj00(Q) < CjjPjj*(Rj), j = 0, ..., m, for a constant C 

depending only on p, d, Q2 and the degree of P but not on j. We now write 

PQ - PRO = (PRm - PRm_1) + + (PRI - PRO) and find from Lemma 4.1 that 

m-i 

IIPQ -PRolloo(Q) < C E IIPR,+l - PR,|| (Rj) 
j=0 

m-i 

(4.9) < C E lRjl- lP[E(R*) + E(R*+l )] 

1=O 

m 

< C E: JRjJ- l/PE(R*) . 

j=O 

Hence, 1Q1-1/PIIPQ - PRolip(Q) also does not exceed the right side of (4.9). If 
we write f - PRO = (f - PQ) + (PQ - PRO) , we obtain 

m 

(4.10) jlf -PRo0Ip(Q) < CjQj1/P E IRj}-K1PE(R*). 
j=0 

Since an 11 norm does not exceed an lp norm for 0 < p < 1, we have 

(4.11) jlf - PRo0IIp(Q) < CIQI E 3Rj|-1E(R9)P. 
j=0 

We denote the 'chain' from Q to Ro by TQ :(Rj)7 0. Summing (4.11) 

over all Q belonging to F such that Q n R $ 0, we then obtain 

(4.12) E ift-PRoIIP(Q) < C E E IQI jSK-1E(S*)P. 
QEF QEF SETQ 

QnR$60 QnR540 

Next we interchange the order of summation in (4.12) and note that while an 
S that appears in the sum of (4.12) may occur in more than one TQ, each such 

Q is contained in CS and therefore Z{Q SETQ} IQI < CISI * Since 'f = f on 

such Q, we obtain 

(4.13) z JIf - PROIP(Q) < C E E(S*)P 
QEF SEF 

QnR$60 SCcR 

We can prove a similar estimate to (4.13) for cubes Q E Fc for which QnR R 
0 : 

(4.14) z I%f -PROIIP(Q) < C E E(S*)P. 

QeF, SCcFR 

QnRz 
S 
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Indeed, for a cube Q which appears in the left sum of (4.14), we have from 
the definition of &' in (4.4): 

ll Ff-PRO {p( ) < E IIPQ1-PRO P ( Q) 

Q* nQ40 

(4.15) QEF, 

? S IIPQs-PROIIp(Q') 
Q*nQ$4 

QEFc 

where we have used the fact that the cQ are positive and sum to one and we have 

used (3.3) (for q = p) to replace IIPQs - PROIIP(Q) by IIPQs - PRO IIP(QS) (recall 

that Q, Q, and QS all have comparable size and the distance between any two 

of these cubes does not exceed Cdiam(Q)). Now, by (4.2)(v), Q* n Q $& 0 

only if Q and Q touch. Therefore by (4.2)(iv) there are at most N terms in 
the sum (4.15) and N depends only on d and U. Also a given QS appears 

for at most C cubes Q (see the remark following (4.3)). Furthermore QS 

is contained in cR and therefore the estimate (4.9) holds (with the Q there 
replaced by QS). Finally, if we use (3.2) to replace the L, (QS) norm by an 

Lp(Qs) norm on the left side of (4.9) and then use this in the terms of the right 
sum of (4.15), we arrive at (4.14) in the same way that we have derived (4.13). 

To complete the proof, it is enough to add the estimates (4.13) and (4.14). o 

We are now in a position to give an estimate for wr(%'f, t)p for each of the 
extension operators %F. 

Theorem 4.3. If y < p < 1 and t > 0 then 

(4.16) cOr(9'f , tp < Cp wr(f , 2j)P + trP 5 2 jrPWr(f, 
L2j<cl t 2j>t 

where Wr is the averaged modulus of smoothness (2.5) and the constants c1 and 
C depend only on d, r, y, A, and U. 

Proof. We write Rd\OQ = QO U Q_ U Q+, where o := U{Q E F U Fc: l(Q) < 

16rt}, Q+ = Q\(Qo U aQ), Q- := QC\(Ko U onQ). It follows that for each 
x E QO and for the appropriate cube Q E F U Fc which contains x, we have 

(4.17) dist(x, aQ) < diam(Q) + dist(Q, aQ) < 5 diam(Q) < 80V'drt. 

We shall consider three cases. Let Ihj < t. 
Case 1 (x E Q+) . In this instance, there is a cube Q E F containing x and 

l(Q) > 16rt. Therefore the expanded cube Q* := 9 Q c Q contains the line 

segment [x, x + rh], which shows for x E Q+, that Ar(%f, x) = Ar(f, x). 
Hence, by (2.6), 

jJ L (Ff. x, Q))Pdx < jAr(f, x, Q*)IPdx < Wr(f, t, Q)pP 

< C Wr(f t, Q*)pP. 

We now sum over all Q which intersect Q+ and use the fact that a point 
X E Rd can appear in at most No of the cubes Q* (see (4.2)(vi)) to find 

(4.18) Ar (%f, x)jPdx < C Wr(f, t)P. 
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Case 2 (x E Q0) . In this case we are near the boundary and employ Lemma 
4.2. We take a tiling Ao of Rd into pairwise disjoint cubes R of side length 
80rt. Next we obtain additional staggered tilings by translating Ao in coordi- 
nate directions. Namely, if v is a vector in Rd with coordinates 0 or 1, then 
Av := {40rtv + R}REAO is also a tiling. We let A denote the collection of those 
R such that R n 2o 54 0 and R E A, for one of these v. We note that there 
are 2d such v and for each point x E Qo there is a cube R E A such that 
[x, x + rh] c R. Hence, 

J rA (f, x)lPdx < E1 r 
A(f, x)jPdx 

(4.19) 2REA f(rh) 
< 2r E E(f f, R)pP 

REA 

where the last inequality follows since the rth difference annihilates polynomials 
of degree less than r. The multiple 80 was chosen so that the cubes R in A 
satisfy dist(R, aQ) < diam(R) as follows from (4.17) because Q0 n R / 0. 
We may therefore estimate E(%f, R)p by Lemma 4.2 to give 

(4.20) f lA(%f, x)lPdx < C 5 5 E(S*)P. 
Q0 REA SEF 

SCcR 

Next, we observe that F is the disjoint union of the Fj F n IDj and so 
(4.20) becomes 

00 ( 00 

(4.21) X 
A 
|\(Ff x)|Pdx < C E E EE(S*)P | :C E Ij. (0 j=-oo REA SEFj j=-1 ) 

SCcR 

Let Sj := U{S*: S E Fj}. By properties (4.2)(v) and (vi) of Whitney decom- 
positions, it follows that for each j 

(4.22) E E Xs* < CNo Xs, 
REA SCcR 

SEFj 

where No is the constant of (4.2)(vi), and C is a constant which depends only 
on d and c counting the number of times a cube S E F can appear in distinct 
cubes cR, R E A. Therefore, from (2.7), we obtain for each j E Z, 

(4.23) Ij < CN 2id X j lAr(f X x, Sj) lPdxdh < C Wr(f, 2-i+1)P. 
1h<92-J hS, 

Furthermore, if S E Fj satisfies S c cR for some R E A, then I(S) < 
cl(R) = 80crt. Hence, if cl > 160cr we have from (4.1)(i) that 2-i+1 < cit. 
Using this together with inequalities (4.21) and (4.23), we obtain 

(4.24) J jA('f, x)lPdx < C Ij < C 5 Wr(f, 2-j)P 

Q? 2-J<80crt 2-?<c1t 

Case 3 (x E Q_). Let R E Fc with R n Q z_ o , then l(R) > 16rt and 
so [x, x + rh] c R* whenever x E R. We consider any other cube Q E Fc 
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such that Q* intersects [x, x + rh] for some x E R and jhl < t. By (4.2)(v), 
we have that Q and R touch. Next we let AR := {Q E FC: Q touches R} 
denote the collection consisting of R and its neighbors from FC, then all cubes 
Q E AR have side length comparable to l(R). The number of cubes in AR 

does not exceed the constant No of (4.2)(vi). We can use (4.2)(iv) to majorize 
derivatives of the qQ. Hence, from the definition of ' and Leibniz' formula, 
we have for 4uj = r: 

IIDI?7fIIoo(R*) = j|D1[Ff - PRS]IO(R*) 

< C max E l(R)-k max IIDV[PQS - PRS]Kloo(Q*) 
(4.25) O<k<r 

QEAR 
lvl=r-k 

< Cl(R) Z II PQS-PRS II (R') 
QEAR 

where the last inequality uses Markov's inequality and (3.3). We next choose 
a constant c > 0 so large that it exceeds the constant in (4.3) and also CRS 
contains each of the cubes QS, for Q E AR . We shall possibly increase the size 
of the constant c in the remainder of the proof but it will end up to be a fixed 
constant depending at most on d, n, and previous constants. 

For each QS, such that Q E AR, there is a 'chain' TQ connecting Rs with QS 
which can be obtained from the proof of Lemma 4.2. Namely, if the constant 
C > 0 is large enough then R := CR will contain Rs and all of the QS. We 
choose RO E F as in Lemma 4.2 for the cube R. The chain TQ then consists 
of the cubes in F which connect QS to RO and then RO to Rs. Each cube in 
the chain TQ will have side length larger than c- 1 I(R) where c may have to be 
increased appropriately. Of course each cube in the chain also has side length 
< Cl(RO) < Cl(R). Because of the size condition on the cubes in TQ, the fact 
that they have disjoint interiors, and dist(QS, RS) < Cl(RS), the number of 
cubes in TQ is no larger than a fixed constant depending only on d and Q. 
Therefore, we can estimate PQS - PRS as in (4.9) of Lemma 4.2 and obtain 

IIPQs -PRSIIOO(RS) < CIIPQS -PRSIIoo(Q ) 

(4.26) < C(RI-/P E(S*)P 

SE TQ 

Now, from (4.25) and (4.26), we obtain for x E R, 

lAr(Ff, x)j < maxIIDYFfIIo(R*) jhjr 
lul=r 

(4.27) / /p 

< Ctrl(R)-rIRK-i/P Z ( E(S*)P 
QEAR SE TQ 

Now let AR denote the collection of all cubes S from F which are contained 
in CRS and have side length l(S) > c-l1(R). Then, by again enlarging c if 
necessary, we can guarantee that any cube S appearing on the right side of 
(4.27) is contained in AR. Therefore, if we take pth powers of (4.27) and 
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integrate over R and then sum over all R, we obtain 

(4.28) j jAgf ', x)lPdx < CtrP l l(R)-rP E E(S*)P 
RnQ_ $0 SEAR 

where we have used the fact that the number of cubes in AR is bounded inde- 
pendent of R. 

We now proceed in a similar fashion to the way we derived (4.24). Since (as 
we have derived earlier) cl(R) < I(S) < Cl(R), every cube S appearing in the 
sum of (4.28) satisfies ct < I(S) < clt provided cl is sufficiently large. We 
majorize E(S*) by (2.5) and (2.7). This gives (compare with the derivation of 
(4.21) through (4.24)): 

S l(R)-rP 5 E(S*)P - 2irP E E(S*)P 
RnQ_ #0 SEAR i RnQ_ 50 SEAR 

(4.29) REDJ 

< C E 2IrPWr(f, 2j)P. 
2-i>cit 

We use (4.29) in (4.28) to obtain 

(4.30) J jA\r(%f, x)jPdx < CtrP Wr(f , 2'j)P 

Q- ~~~~~~~~~2-i>c, t 

The proof of the theorem is completed by adding the estimates (4.18), (4.24), 
and (4.30) and making the observation that Wr(f, S, Q) < adlpwr(f , as, Q)p 
for any a > 1 to put the resulting sum in the form (4.16). 5 

5. EXTENSION THEOREMS FOR (E, 3) DOMAINS 

The techniques of ?4 also apply to more general domains. We shall indicate 
in this section the adjustments required in ?4 to execute the extension theorem 
for (e, 3) domains as introduced by P. Jones [6]. Such domains include as 
special cases the minimally smooth domains in the sense of Stein [S, p. 189]. 
The latter are equivalent to domains with the uniform cone property [Sh]. 

We say an open set Q is called an (e, 3) domain if: 

for any x, y E Q satisfying {x - yl < 3, there exists a rectifiable path F, 
of length < CoIx - yI, connecting x and y, such that for each z E F, 

(5.1) dist(z, aQ) > emin(lz -xl, Iz -yI). 

We shall also assume that the diameter of Q is larger than 3 which, of course, 
will be true, if we take a small enough. 

Let F be a Whitney decomposition of Q and Fc be a Whitney decompo- 
sition of QC\OQ; that is (4.1)(i) and (ii) hold for the cubes Q E F U Fc . We 
shall often make use of the following two properties which hold for a constant 
C depending only on d: 

(5.2) (i) if Q, Q' E F do not touch, then C dist(Q, Q') > diam(Q), 
(ii) if Q E F, then C dist(Q, aQ) > supzEQ d(z, aQ). 
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The first of these properties follow from the fact that the neighbors of Q all 
have size comparable to that of Q (property (4.1)(ii)), while the second is a 
consequence of (4.1)(i). 

For a cube Q E Fc, we let QS be any cube from F of maximal diameter such 
that dist(QS, Q) < 2 dist(Q, a Q). The cube QS will be called the reflection 
of Q and plays the same role as the reflected cubes for the Lipschitz graph 
domains of ?4. We note for further use that from (4. 1)(i) and the definition of 
reflected cubes, it follows that if Ql, Q2 E Fc, then 

(5.3) dist(Qs, Q2) < C(dist(QI, Q2) + max(diam(Qi), diam(Q2))) 

with C depending only on d. 
Since there are not necessarily arbitrarily large cubes in Q, for large cubes 

Q E Fc, the reflected cube QS may have small diameter compared to that 
of Q. On the other hand, if 9j denotes the collection of cubes Q e Fc 
whose diameters are no larger than 3, then for each Q in F? its reflection 
will satisfy properties (4.3) for a fixed constant C depending only on c, 3, 
and d. To see this, we take a point x0 E aQ which is closest to Q from 
the boundary and let x E LI be a point close to x0 (to be described in more 
detail shortly). Since diam(Q) > 3 > diam(Q), there is a y E Q such that 
3 > jx - yj > 3/2 > dist(Q, O92)/8. Let F be a path connecting x to y 
satisfying the (e, 3) property. Then, we can find a point z E F such that 
{x - zj = dist(Q, aQ)/16 and ly - zI > dist(Q, aQ)/16. Therefore, by (5.1), 
dist(z, A2) > C dist(Q, OQ). Now let Q' E F be the cube which contains 
z. Then by (4.1)(ii) and (5.2)(ii) diam(Q') > Cdist(Q, OQ) > Cdiam(Q). 
If x is close enough to x0 (e.g., Ix - xol < 1 dist(Q, A2) will be fine), then 
dist(Q', Q) < 2 dist(Q, AQ). Hence Q' is one of the candidates for QS which 
means that diam(Qs) > diam(Q') > C diam(Q) from which the properties in 
(4.3) easily follow. 

The key to generalizing the extension theorem from Lipschitz graph domains 
to (e, 3) domains is to find chains which connect cubes of F. For this we 
shall use the following. 

Lemma 5.1. Let Ro and Q be two cubes from F with diam(Q) < diam(RO) 
and dist(Q, R0) < min(3, C, diam(Ro)) with C1 a fixed constant. Then, there 
is a sequence of cubes Q =: Rm, Rm,,-, ... , Ro, from F, such that each Rj 
touches Rj_1, j = l, ..., m, andfor each j = l, ..., m, Rj c cRo andfor 
each j = O, . .. , m - 1, Q c cRj with c depending only on C, and Q2. 

Proof. Let z E Q and zo E Ro satisfy jz - zoI < 3 and let F(t), 0 < t < 1, 
be a path connecting z0 to z guaranteed by the definition of (e, 3) domains. 
We claim that any cube S E F which intersects F has diameter > C diam(Q) . 
Indeed, if S touches Q or Ro, this is clear. If S does not touch Q or Ro 
and w E FnS, then, by (4.1)(ii), lw - zol > l(RO)/4 and lw - zl > I(Q)/4. 
Hence, by (5.1), dist(w, aQ) > e/(Q)/4 and therefore our claim follows from 

(5.2)(ii) and (4.1)(i). 
We let So, SI, S2, ... be the cubes from F met by the path F as t in- 

creases; by the above remarks this sequence is finite. If two cubes are identical, 
Si = Sj, we delete Si+I, . . ., Sj from this sequence. It is clear that Rj touches 
Rj- Ifor each j = 1, 2, ..., m. We take points zj e1 nRj, j = 0, ..., m. 
Since the path F has length < Clzo - zl < Cdiam(RO), all points z1 satisfy 
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dist(zj, aQ) < Cdiam(RO). Therefore, properties (4.1)(i) and (5.2)(ii) give 
that diam(Rj) < C diam(RO) . Hence Rj c cRo for some constant depending 
only on Cl and U. We also claim that Q c cRj. This is clear if Rj touches 
Q or Ro (see (4.1)(ii)). On the other hand, if Rj does not touch Q or Ro, 
then by (5.1) and (4.1)(ii), we have 

dist(zj, oO) > e min(lz - zjl, jzj - zol) > C l(Q). 

Hence, by (5.1)(ii) and (4.1)(i), diam(RJ) > Cdiam(Q) and our claim follows 
in this case as well. 5 

We shall now define our extension operator for the (e, 3) domain Q. Let 
qQ, Q E Fc, be a partition of unity for QC which satisfies (4.2). Recall that 
Yg is the collection of all cubes Q E Fc for which diam(Q) < 3. If y > 0 and 
r is a positive integer, we define 

(5.4) ef := fXQ+ E PQS,Q 

QE8-? 

where as before PQS denotes a near best approximation to f in the met- 
ric Ly(Qs). We let Q, := {x E Rd: dist(x, Q) < 3/4} and Q2 := {x E 

Rd: dist(x, Q) < 63}. Then, Ff(x) = 0, for x E Qc, while on Q1, we 
have EQEj,, qQ(X) = 1 . For example, to prove the first of these statements, let 
Q E S. Then supp(4Q) c Q*. Since any point x E Q* satisfies 

dist(x, oQ) < 9 diam(Q) + dist(Q, Q) < 4 diam(Q), 

our claim follows. A similar argument proves the second statement. 
The proof of the smoothness preserving property of the extension operator 

8 is now very similar to the proof in ?4. We first consider the analogue of 
Lemma 4.2. 

Lemma 5.2. Let Q be an (e, d) domain, y > 0, r be a positive integer and % 

be any extension operator defined by (5.4). Let R be a cube with dist(R, OQ) < 
diam(R) < ad where a is a fixed sufficiently small constant depending only on 
,5J, and d. Thenfor f ELp (), y<p< 1, wehave 

(5.5) Er(%f, R)p < C E E(S*)P 

SEF 
SCcR 

where c, C depend only on d, r, y, i , and 3. 

Proof. Let 

d':= {Q: Q E F and Q nR 7? 0} u {Qs: Q E Y and Q nR 7 0}. 

If a is small enough then the properties (4.1) and (5.3) give that dist(xo, xl) < 
Jda for the centers x0, xl of Qo, Q, respectively with these cubes chosen 
arbitrarily from d. We want to find a cube Ro to be used in conjunction 
with Lemma 5.1. Let Qo be the largest cube in @'. If all other cubes in d' 

touch Qo, we can take Ro := Qo. Otherwise, we pick a cube Qi e E' such 
that the centers x0, xl of Qo, Q, respectively have the largest distance, say 
lxo - x,I = t. If F is a path that connects the centers x0, xl of these two 
cubes and satisfies the (e, 3) condition, then there is a point z e F such that 
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Iz - xil > C/2, i = 0, 1. If S is the cube in F which contains z, then we 
can take Ro as the largest of the cubes S, Qo . 

We next check that Ro satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.1 relative to any 
Q e d. It is clear that diam(Q) < diam(Qo) < diam(Ro) for all Q e @. Since 

q := Ixo - x II < id and the length of F is < C1, we have 

(5.6) dist(Q, Ro) < dist(Q, Qo) + diam(Qo) + dist(Qo, Ro) < 1 + 2Cq < J 

provided a is sufficiently small. Also, by (4.1)(i) and (5.1) 

diam(Ro) > diam(R) > dist(R, OQ)/4 > 6/8. 

Hence, as in (5.6) dist(Q, Ro) < (C + 1)7 < C1 diam(Ro) with C1 a fixed 
constant. 

We have verified the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1. Therefore, there is a chain of 
cubes Rj, j = 0, ... , m, connecting Ro to Q. By our assumptions, Q c Q, 
whenever Q e 9 and Q n R :$ 0 (provided a is sufficiently small). Hence 

Z QEQ q$Q 1 on R. We can therefore apply exactly the same proof as for 

Lemma 4.2 (namely from (4.9) on) to derive (5.5). El 

Theorem 5.3. Let Q be an (e, 3) domain and let y > 0 and r be a positive 
integer. If ' is any extension operator defined by (5.4), then for each 1 > p > y 
and f e Lp(Q), we havefor 0 < t < 1, 

(5.7) We)r(e'f,v t)p < C [ E wr(f, 2j)p + trP ?lflp(Q) + S 2JPWr( 2J)p 
12j C, t 1 >2j>t 

with the constants C and cl depending only on d, r, A, y, 6, and 3. 

Proof. The proof of (5.7) is very similar to that of (4.16) and we shall only 
highlight the differences. We first observe that (5.7) automatically holds if t > 
ad and a is a fixed constant because JIF'flp < Cllflp . Therefore, we need only 

consider t < ad with a a sufficiently small but fixed constant to be prescribed in 

more detail as we proceed. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we write Rd\OQ = 

QO U Q_ UQ+, where Qo := U{Q e F UF,: l(Q) < 16rt}, Q+ := Q\(Qo UO?), 
Q- := QC\(Qo u OQ) We estimate fS I Ar (9 f) IPdx for the three sets S = Q? 

Qo andfor Ihl<t. 
We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.3 and consider three cases. Case 

1 which estimates the integral over Q+ is identical to the proof in Theorem 

4.3 and yields the estimate (4.18). Case 2 is also the same since if a is small 

enough the cube R which contains [x, x + rh] will be one of the cubes to 
which we can apply Lemma 5.2. We obtain in this way the estimate (4.24) for 

the integral over QO. 
In Case 3, that is x e Q_, we let R e Fc have nontrivial intersection with 

Q_. If x e R, then [x, x + rh] c R*. We have two possibilities for R. If 

dist(R, OQ) < ad and a is small enough, then ZESqQ 1 on R*. We 

consider e: {QS: Q e Fc, Q touches R}. We can take Ro as the largest 

cube in @. Then Ro and any other cube QS in @ will satisfy the hypothesis 

of Lemma 5.1. We take a chain (Rj) connecting QS and Ro and proceed as 

in Theorem 4.3 to obtain 

(5.8) E Ar (Ff)jP(R) <RCtrP E 2i PWr(f,21>)P 

R 1>2-j>t 
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where the sum is taken over all cubes R of this type. 
The second possibility is that dist(R, aQ) > ad. Whenever Q e S is 

such that qQ does not identically vanish on R, then 63 > 1(Q), Cl(Q) > 
3 and therefore from (4.2), llDvl0Q$lK, < C, lvl < r, with C a constant 
depending only on J and r. Also IIPQS IIp(QS) < ClIfIIp(QS) by the definition 
of PQS as a near best approximation. From this and by Markov's inequality 
for polynomials, we obtain IIDV(PQS)Jl,oo(QS ) < Cllf Ip(QS), lvI < r. Therefore, 
Leibniz' rule for differentiation gives that 

JJDv(9'f) 11 (R) < CJJfJJp(R ) 

where R' is the union of all the cubes QS such that qQ does not vanish on R. 
Here we are using the fact that the number of cubes which appear nontrivially 
in 9'f (x) does not exceed a constant which depends only on d . This gives 

(5.9) IAr(Ff)IIp(R) < Ih rmax IlDv(Ff)IIo(R) < Clh lrllflp(R'). 

Since a point x e Q can appear in at most C of the sets R' with C 
depending only on d, we can raise the inequality (5.9) to the power p and 
sum over all R of this type and obtain 

(5.10) Z llAr(Ff)llpP(R) < ClhlrPIlfllP(Q) < CtrPIlfJIP(Q). 
R 

We add (5.8) and (5. 10) to obtain that fQ lAr (9Qf) IPdx does not exceed the 

sum of the right sides of (5.8) and (5.10). The proof is then completed by 
adding the estimates in the three cases. El 

6. APPLICATIONS OF THE EXTENSION THEOREM 

In this section, we establish the boundedness of the extension operator o on 
Besov spaces and apply this to obtain other characterizations of these spaces. 
Given 0 < a < oo and 0 < q < o0 and a sequence {ak}kEN of real numbers, 
we define 

(6.1) ll(ak)llaq (E [2kalakI]q 
kEN 

with the usual adjustment when q = oo. We shall need the following discrete 
Hardy inequalities (for a proof see [2]). If for sequences (ak)kEN and (bk)kEN 

of real numbers, we have either 

(i) lbkl < C2-kr [2irlajl]2) | or 

(6.2) \j=? / 

(ii) Ibkl I< (E lajlA) 
\j=k/ 

thenforall q >?u and 0<a<r, incase (i), andall q >?u and 0<a<oo, 
in case (ii), we have 

(6.3) 11(bO)ll1q, < CJJ(ak)111q q 

Therefore, (6.3) holds for q > ,l and 0 < a < r, if Ibkl does not exceed the 
sum of the right sides of (6.2). 
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Theorem 6.1. If Q2 is an (e, 3) domain, y > 0, and r is positive integer, then 
the extension operator 9' of (5.4) is a bounded mapping from Bqa(Lp(Ql)) into 

Bq(Lp(JRd)) for all y < p < 1, O < q < oo, and a < r: 

(6.4) 1IFf IIB'(Lp(lRd)) <5 Cilf 1jB-(L,(O)) 

with the constant C depending only on d, r, A, y, e, and 3. 

Proof. Let ,u < min(q, p). Since an lp norm is less than an 4, norm and since 

Wr < 0r, from (5.7) for t = 2-k we have 

F00 ~~~~~~-11/si 

Wr(8'f, 2-k, Rd)P < C Zor(f, 2-i, Q)# 

(6.5) L=ck 
k / 

+ C2 kr lIP(Q) + ,p[2jrwOr(f, 2 i, n 

j=O 

We can therefore apply (6.3) and obtain 

(6.6) 11(WrQ ('f 2k, Rd)p)IIia < C[IIflip(n) + II(Wr(f, 2k, ?)p)IIiaI 

The monotonicity of (Or shows that the left side of (6.6) is equivalent to 

If lBq(Lp(Rd)) while the right side is equivalent jIfjIIB-(Lp(Q)). Since ' is a 

bounded map from Lp (Q) into Lp (Rd), (6.6) establishes the theorem. El 

If follows from Theorem 6.1 that for each 0 < p <1, 0 < q < oo, a > 0 
and any (e, 3) domain Q, we have 

(6.7) IIfIIB-(L,(Q)) < liFfllBq (L, (Rd)) < C I If I I q-(L, (n) 

with constant C depending only on d, r, y, A, and Q1. 
We next show that functions in Bqa(Lp(Qi)) have atomic or wavelet decom- 

positions. Let N = Nr be the tensor product B spline in Rd obtained from 
the univariate B spline of degree r - 1 which has knots at 0, 1, ... , r. 
Let Dk denote the collection of all dyadic cubes for Rd which have side 
length 2-k and 1D+:= Uk>oDk . With N, we can associate to any dyadic 

cube I := [j2-k, (j + 1)2=k] E Dk, I e Zd, k E N, the dilated functions 

NI(x) := N(2kx - j). This function has support on an expansion of the cube 
I. 

Theorem6.2. Let Q bean (e,3) domain and O<p< 1, 0<q<oo, a>0. 
Then each function f E Bq(Lp (92)) has a decomposition 

(6.8) f(x)= Zai(f)NI(x), x e Q, 
IEDJ+ 

where the coefficients a1(f) satisfy 

(6.9) If /I 2kaq (S ai(f)I )qlp) lq 

(6.9) lif IlBq-(LP(i ) E 2kaq l aj(f)|P|II } 
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with constants of equivalency independent of f and the usual change on the right 
side of (6.9) when q = oo. 

Proof. By (6.7), f e Bai(Q) if and only if 8f e Ba(JRd) with equivalent 
norms. It was shown in [D-P] that Ff has a decomposition (6.8) on Rd 

with coefficients aQ(Ff) satisfying (6.9). Since Ff = f on Q, the theorem 
follows. O 

We next discuss the interpolation of Besov spaces using the real method of 
Peetre. If X0 and X1 are a pair of quasi-normed spaces which are continuously 
embedded in a linear Hausdorff space ?, their K-functional is defined for any 
f eXo+X1 by 

(6.10) K(f, t) :=K(f, t; XO, X1) inf IIfoIIx0 + tIIf111x,1 
f hfo+fi 

For each 0 < 0 < 1, 0 < q < oo, the space Xo,q := (XO, Xi)oq is the 
collection of all functions f E XO + X1 for which 

(6.11) If IIxo,q (Jo(t-9K(f, t))q t1) 

is finite (with again the usual adjustment on the right side of (6.11) when q = 
oo) . This is an interpolation space since it follows easily from the definition of 
the K-functional that each linear operator which is bounded on Xo and X1 is 
also bounded on XO, q . 

We are interested in interpolation for a pair of Besov spaces. Suppose that 
0 <Po,Pi < 1,and 0< qo,q, ?oo and ao, a, >0. We let Xi(Q) := 
Ba' (Lp, (U)), i = 0, 1, with the understanding that this space is Lp, (Q) when 
ai = 0. If we choose r > max(ao, a,) and y < min(po, Pi) then the extension 
operators ' of (5.4) are defined and (6.7) holds for each of these extensions. 
In fact, we observe that 

(6.12) K(f, t; Xo(Q2), XI1(Q)) < K(&Ff, t; XO(Rd) , XI (Rd)) 

< CK(f, t; Xo(Q), XI1(Q)). 

The left inequality in (6.12) is clear. The usual proof of the right inequality relies 
on the linearity of the operator, which as we have previously mentioned may 
fail for ' since near best approximations PQ(f) are used in its definition (5.4). 
However, given any decomposition f = fo + fi, we may decompose Ff as 
Fo+F1 where Fi is a norm bounded extension (in Xi) of f1, (i = 0, 1) . To see 
this, we recall Lemma 6.2 of [2] which established that if f = fo +fi and PQ(f) 
is any near best approximation to f, then there exist near best approximations 
R Ito fi (i = O, 1 ) so that PQ(f) = RO + RI . We then use RI in place of 
PQS in (5.4) to define Fi from which we may conclude that (6.12) holds. From 
(6.12) it follows, therefore, that the interpolation spaces (Xo(Q), X1(Q))0 q 
and (XR(Rd), X1I(Rd))Oq are identical with equivalent norms. From known 
results for the latter spaces (see [D-P]) we obtain the following. 

Theorem 6.3. Let Q2 be an (e, 3) domain. If 0 < p < 1 and a, qo > 0, then 

for any 0 < 0 < 1, 0 < q < oo, we have 

(6.13) (Lp(U), BqO(Lp))O,q = B0a(Lp) 
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with equivalent norms. If 0 < p < 1, we let z(fl) := (f/d + l/p)-1, A8 > 0, 
then for any a > O and 0 < 0 < 1, 0 < q < oo, we have 

( 6. 1 4) (Lp (Q), B(a) (L(a) (Q)) ), T(oa) = B(O) (L(oa) (Q)) 

with equivalent norms. 

Remark 6.4. The proof in [2] of interpolation of Besov spaces relies on estab- 

lishing the equivalence of the K-functional of f with that of its retract. We 

take this opportunity to correct the proof of the lower inequality of that equiva- 

lence. The sentences in lines 3 through 7 on page 41 1 of [2] should be replaced 

by: 

"We may estimate each term of the last sum as 

lltj - gfllpo < c(llt1 - ajlIpo + llaj - Tj(aj)IIp0), 

and apply Corollary 4.7 to obtain 

llaj - Tj(aj)llpo < csj(aj)po < clltj - ajllpo . 

Hence, 

lltj - gfllpo < clltj - ajllpo ." 

While preparing the present paper, Ridgway Scott posed to us a question 

concerning interpolation of Besov spaces for 1 < p < oo. It is rather easy to 

settle this question given the machinery developed in ?4 of the present paper. 

We shall from here on assume that Q is a minimally smooth domain in the 

sense of Stein (it may be that Theorem 6.6 that follows also holds for (e, 3) 

domains, however our proof does not seem to apply in this generality). A 

minimally smooth domain in Rd is an open set for which there is a number 

q > 0 and open sets Ui, i = 1, 2, ..., such that: (i) for each x e On, 

the ball B(x, j) is contained in one of the U1; (ii) a point x e Rd is in at 

most N of the sets Ui where N is an absolute constant; and (iii) for each i, 

U1 n Q = U1 n Qi for some domain Qi which is the rotation of a Lipschitz 

graph domain with Lipschitz constant M independent of i (see ?4). 

We recall the fractional order Sobolev spaces. Let 1 < p < oo and a > 0 . If a 

is not an integer, we write a = fi + r where 0 < fi < 1 and r is a nonnegative 

integer. Let Wpa be the collection of all functions f in the Sobolev space 

Wpr(Q), for which 

(6.15) IfpWan = 
ID 
lD(x) 

D 
Dvf(y)l dxdy p 

~~JXQ IX- ~yfiIp+d lvl=r 

is finite. 

If Q = Rd and a is not an integer, then it is well known that (6.15) is equiv- 

alent to If B'P(L) . We want to show this remains true for minimally smooth 

domains Q. For this purpose, we define for f e Wpr(Q), 

(6.16) Wr+ I(f , t)p := trp W Df tp 

lvl=r 

with w1, as before, the averaged modulus of smoothness (2.5). 
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Lemma 6.5. Let Q be any open set. For 1 < p < oo and a > 0 not an integer, 
we have 

(6.17) IfIP() = (p ?+d)-l f [t-aTr+i (f , tP dt p ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t 

where a = ,B + r as above. 

Proof. For any g E Lp(Q), we have for 0 < fi < 1, by a change of variables 
and Fubini's theorem, 

00 ~~~dt 
j [t-lpwl (g, t)I]P t t 

1= J / LAS(g, x, Q)IPt-Pd-ldxdsdt 
(6. 18) ? sl<tQ 

=| J|JJ| tflpd IdtIg(x) - g(y)lPdxdy 

(fid +p)- J Ix - yl-,P-dlg(x) - g(y)lPdx dy. 

We take g = Duf, jvI = r, and add the identities (6.18) to obtain (6.17). El 

We shall next show that an analogue of inequality (5.7) holds for p > 1 . It 
is well known that if f e WpJ-l then for the error E(S)p for approximating f 
in the norm Lp(S) on a cube S by polynomials of degree < r, we have 

E(S)P < C l(S)P(r-l) E 1)(Dvf, I(S), S)P 

(6.19) 
v=r 

< C l(S)P(r-1) wl(Dvf, I(S), S)p = C ir(f, I(S), S)p 
Ivj=r-1 

where as before w is the averaged modulus of smoothness given by (2.5) and 
Tr is defined by (6.16). 

Theorem 6.6. Let Q be a minimally smooth domain, let r be a positive integer 
and let 1 < p < oo. Then for any f e Wp- I(Q) and O < t < 1, we have 

0-r(9 
f, t)p < CP [r(f, 2j)p 

[2'< 

(6.20) /-1 

+ tr 1 lfll p(Q)+j E 2-rp w(f ,2 )p) 
2i >t 

with C a constant depending only on d, r, A and Q. 

Proof. We first recall that a minimally smooth domain is an (e, 3) domain. 
Since Q2 will be an (e, 3) domain for any e and 3 sufficiently small, we can 
assume that q in the definition of minimally smooth domains is > Cod with 
CO arbitrary but fixed. We shall prescribe q in more detail as we continue 
through the proof. 

We proceed as in Theorems 4.3 and 5.3. The first case, namely the estimate 
of J lAr (elf, x)lPdx is as before, but we use standard estimates of rth dif- 

ferences in terms of a first order difference of (r - 1 )th derivatives. This gives 
that the integral does not exceed Tr(f, t, Q)pP 
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For the estimate in the second case, that is over Q0, we need first to derive 
an analogue of Lemma 5.2 for wr. With the same constructions and notation 
as in Lemma 5.2 and the same argument, we arrive at the estimate (4. 10), where 
now 1 < p < oo. We need to observe that for each k, at most C of the cubes 
Rj appearing in (4.10) belong to Dk. To see this, we recall that these cubes 
meet the path F which connects a point z E Q to a point zo E Ro. From 
(4. 1)(i), letting S be such an Rj, any point w E S n F satisfies 

dist(w, &Q) < diam(S) + dist(S, aQ)) < 5 diam(S) = 5vJd2k 

Therefore, by the definition of (e, 3) domain (property (5.1)), we have 

min(lw - zl, lw - zol) < e-1 dist(w, &Q) < 5'-d12-k . 

That is, each of these cubes S meets one of the balls of radius 5Vf-j12-k 
about z and zo. Since the cubes S are disjoint there are at most C of them 
with C depending only on e and d. 

We now write lRjl-/P = lRjl-Ka/PtRjl-b/P where a + b = 1 and ad > d - 1. 
We then apply Holder's inequality to (4.10) and use the observation above for 

l(Rj) = 2kl(Q) to conclude that 

( lf - PR IIP(Q) ? IQI IRjlbP'P) l(z I KaE(RjP) 

(6.21) i=o j=o 

< CIQ1-b ( -aRKaE(R?P) = ClQla ( -R1aE(RP)P 

We now sum over all Q E F such that Q n R $ 0 in (5.12), reverse the order 
of summation to obtain that (5.5) is valid for this range of p provided that we 
can show that for fixed S = Rj, we have 

(6.22) IQla < C|Sla 
QEF 

QCcS 

with c > 1 a fixed constant and C depending only on d, e, J and q. 
We postpone for a moment the proof of (6.22) and conclude the proof of the 

theorem. Now that we have established (5.5) of Lemma 5.2 for 1 < p < 00, the 
estimate of f0 IAr (f, x) IPdx can be made exactly as in the proof of Theorem 
4.3 with (6.19) used in place of (2.7) and Ci)r used in place of wr. Finally, 
the proof in Case 3, that is the estimate of fQ lAr (f, x) lPdx, can be made 

exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.3 because the number of cubes in the sums 
appearing in (4.26), (4.27), and (4.28) is bounded by a constant C depending 
only on d, e, and J. This then completes the proof of the theorem subject to 
the verification of (6.22). 

To prove (6.22), we count the number Nk of cubes Q E F with Q c cS 
and l(Q) = 2-kl(S). There are only a finite number of values of k < 0 and 
for each of these Nk ? C with C depending only on d (because the cubes Q 
are pairwise disjoint). Therefore, this portion of the sum appearing in (6.22) 
does not exceed the right side of (6.22). 
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To estimate Nk for k > 1, we recall that the cubes S have side length 
< l(Ro) < Cl(R) < Cd5. Therefore, by choosing J sufficiently small, we can 
assume that 2c diam(S) < q with c the constant in the summation index of 
(6.22) and q of course the constant in the definition of minimally smooth 
domains. Therefore, by property (ii) of minimally smooth domains, we may 
assume that (4cdS) nfl Q = (4cdS) n flj for one of the domains Qj. Since 
c > 1 and dist(Q, aQ) < 4diam(Q) < 2diam(S), we have dist(Q, aQ) = 

dist(Q, AQj). From property (4.1)(i) of Whiney cubes, we have Q c Ak 
{x: dist(x, aQj) < 5 2-k diam(S)} n cS. Now from the fact that Qj is a 
Lipschitz graph domain, we have that lAkl < C2-kjSj with the constant C 
depending only on d and the Lipschitz constant M. Hence Ak can contain 
at most C2k(d-1) cubes Q of side length 2-kl(S). This shows that Nk < 

C2k(d-1). Using this estimate for Nk, we find that the portion of the sum on 
the left side of (6.22) that remains to be estimated does not exceed 

00 00 

ENk (2 -kl(S))da < C :2 k(d-0)2-kdajSja < CISla 

k=1 k=i 

because ad > d - 1. El 

Using Theorem 6.6 we are able to easily establish the equivalent of the 
fractional Sobolev spaces Wp (Q)with the special family of Besov spaces 

Bp (Lp (Q)). 

Theorem 6.7. Let Q be a minimally smooth domain in Rd, and 1 < p < xc, 
0 < a, then Wpa(Q) = Bp(Lp(Q)) and there exist positive constants cl, c2 
independent of f so that 

(6.23) clllfIIwp(Q) < llfIBp-(Lp(Q)) < C2 lif Wp(Q) 
Proof. The upper inequality in (6.23) is obtained by applying the la norm to 
both sides of inequality (6.20) and using Hardy's inequality (6.3) together with 
Lemma 6.5. The lower inequality is confirmed by recalling that the correspond- 
ing result holds on Rd, and then following with an application of Theorem 
6.1: 

11f11Wp-(Q) < 
11?f11WP-(Rd) 

< C11FA|Ba(Lp (Rd)) < CI If I IBp (Lp (0)) El 

As we previously mentioned, when 1 < p the extension operators may be 
taken to be linear. It then follows that I I fIIBp(Lp(Rd)) is equivalent (within con- 
stants independent of f) to IIf IIB(Lp(0)) . Applying the interpolation theorem 
Corollary 6.3 of [2] to Ba (Lp (Rd)), we obtain the following interpolation result 
for the fractional order Sobolev spaces Wa (Q): 

Corollary 6.8. Let Q be a minimally smooth domain in Rd, and 1 < po, Pi < 

oc, 0 < a0, a,1, then for p satisfying i/p = (1 - 6)/po + O/Pi and a = 

(1 - 6)ao + OaI, we have 

(6.24) (J4Po(Q), pKi (Q) ), = p 

with equivalent norms. 

Remark 6.9. While preparing this paper, we were informed by 0. V. Besov that 
Ju. A. Brudnyi and P. A. Shvartzman have also considered extension theorems 
for Besov spaces on domains (including the case 0 < p < 1) . We have not been 
able yet to obtain a publication of those results to compare to ours. 
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